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SUNDAY, January 23
ANIMATION AT MIT


JANUARY 23 MEETING: CARTOON SHOWING AT
MIT. At 2:00 PM on Sunday, January 23, NEGASSers and
MITG&SPers will gather in MIT’s Rm. 3-133 to enjoy a
screening of G&S-inspired or related animated cartoons
provided by NEGASS’s Don Smith. Don tells Us that the two
major items planned are the Halas & Bachelor RUDDIGORE
(with a soundtrack featuring the D’Oyly Carte Opera
Company), and Gentlemen of Titipu, which is a 'hip' version
of the MIKADO from Australia. There will also be several
short subjects. Total showing time will be 2 hours - can you
imagine a pleasanter way to spend 2 hours?

MIT Room 3-133


HOW TO GET THERE: MIT is easily accessible by T:
Take the Red Line to the Central Square stop, and walk south
(or catch the #1 Bus) down Massachusetts Ave. - or go to the
Kendall Square stop and walk west through the campus. If
you’re driving, take Mass. Ave. from anywhere to about a
block north of Memorial Drive (on the Cambridge side of the
Charles River), and find a parking space. (MIT parking lots,
although posted “restricted”, are actually free and open to all
comers on Sunday, as are the parking meters on Mass. Ave.).
See the map below to find Room 3-133 on campus.
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Tentative Meeting Schedule, 1999-2000

NEWS FLASH!!!
PREVIEW
SCREENING OF TOPSY-TURVY!!!
Our honored VP Don Smith has arranged for
NEGASSers to be invited to a preview screening of
the hit film Topsy-Turvy - which will take place on
Thursday, January 13 at 7 p.m. at the Kendall
Square Cinema, One Kendall Square, Cambridge.
The film will not be open to the general public until
Jan. 21 - but if you will have to miss the preview [as,
alas, We will have to do!], you can attend on that date
or later.

Tiny Tim, in the person of Marion Leeds Carroll,
was seen to drop her crutch and metamorphose into
the Ghost of Christmas Present. Fred Scrooge, in the
person of Katherine Bryant, remained a powerful
presence while costumed as Mr. Kindheart, the Ghost

Sudbury’s RUDDIGORE
meeting/ group attendance

3/26

LMLO: PIRATES

4/9

Sudbury Retrospective

5/21

A G&S Masterclass, led by Eileen St. David

6/18

Election Meeting plus Fantasy performances

-

unofficial

·¹··¹··¹·¹·¹·¹·¹·¹·¹·¹
Welcome, Welcome, Welcome We new member Ralph
Wilbur of North Andover, MA. How did you hear
about NEGASS? Do you sing, or play or… ? Tell Us,
Tell Us All About It!

If you have Web access and would like to see an
announcement and the trailer for the film, take
advantage of the URL Janice Dallas has sent Us:

President Patricia Brewer welcomed us before
disappearing into the character of Bob Cratchit (later
filling in as a Gossip in the Christmas Future scene).
Peter Cameron started off the singing as the
Balladeer, later becoming Mr. Goodman, a Gossip and
a Passer-By. Mme President’s husband, Bob Casey,
held the story together very well as the Narrator (also
appearing briefly as the Ghost of Samuel).

Sat.
2/26

Next Bray Stuffing: February 6, 2000 at 3:00 PM. Call Us
at (781) 646-9115 evenings and weekends, or send email
to Our new address: MLCarroll@MailandNews.com, for
directions to Our snug and easy-to-get-to home.
—mlc

Please note that seating is first-come-first-served!!!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

A G&S CHRISTMAS CAROL IN WATERTOWN
On Sunday, December 5 a small contingent of
NEGASSers gathered for the society’s third
performance of Gayden Wren’s fun little pastiche, A
G&S Christmas Carol. In past years, notices in The
Boston Globe have attracted a fairly large audience
for this event, but this year only two non-NEGASS
visitors plus a minimal number of non-singing
NEGASSers joined the small group of performers in
the hall.

G&S Cartoons at 2 PM in MIT Rm. 3-133

~ NEXT BRAY COPY DEADLINE: January 30, 2000~

Watch your mail box - since Don tells Us: Tickets will
be mailed to all members of the New England
Gilbert and Sullivan Society in the six state New
England area, and to those 2 SavoyNetters who are
not NEGASS members and who asked for tickets.

http://movies.excite.com/movie/?movie_id=-22275

1/23

of Christmas Past and yet another Gossip.
(Katherine’s other role of the afternoon: she designed
and printed very handsome souvenir programs for the
event.) Melissa Hirshson started as the Ghost of
Christmas Future and ended as Dora Lincoln. A few
cast members were satisfied in but one role: Randi
Kestin was the Ghost of Marley, Art Dunlap played
Old Fezziwig, and Larry Seiler shone in the starring
role of Scrooge - which was admittedly larger than all
the other roles put together.
Even the accompanist, Jason Whiting, threw in a
spoken Pooh-Bah line.
This was an amusing afternoon, with some good
characterizations, fun costume changes and fine
singing, but it was really a performance of, by, and for
the performers rather than for an audience. This
reviewer suspects that, unless a large crowd of
NEGASSers long to put together a complete
performance and beat the bushes for a large audience,
this show will take a rest next year.
-- DAME RUMOUR

·¹··¹··¹·¹·¹·¹·¹·¹·¹·¹

Dame Rumour also whispers that Wally Mason, a
frequent correspondent, has been in a nursing home
recovering from surgery. Glad you’re better, Wally!

~2~
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·¹··¹··¹·¹·¹·¹·¹·¹·¹·¹
·¹

FEBRUARY MEETING PLANS: After much
debate internal, the NEGASS Board has decided to
move the Last Minute Light Opera meeting to
March, so that NEGASSers can attend the unusually
early
Sudbury
Savoyards
production
of
RUDDIGORE, which will take place February 25-27
and March 2-4 - and, more to the point: so that
Sudbury members will be able to take part in LMLO!
(This is not merely an early performance, but, We
believe, the company’s first two-weekend production! )

·¹

MARCH
MEETING
PLANS:
LMLO
PIRATES. We’ll be celebrating Frederic’s birthday
nearly a month late - on March 26. Look through the
score and choose your role for this exciting production,
which will feature a Last Minute Orchestra. AN
INSTRUMENTAL REMINDER: Instrumentalists
who are interested in playing in the Last Minute
Orchestra performance of PIRATES should sign up
by sending email with name and instrument to Victor
Godin at fhorn@nuhub.neu.edu or fhorn@neu.edu. 
Everyone is welcome to
come and play; but
moderate sight-reading
ability
is
highly
desirable.
Vic reminds you: Be
sure to bring your own
music stand!



NB: If you want to
play in the orchestra,
but don’t have e-mail
access, phone one of the NEGASS board members or
write down your information and send it via ordinary
mail to the NEGASS PO Box, and We’ll pass the word
to Vic. However, Vic won’t respond personally via any
means but e-mail. -- mlc]

HA! AN IDEA! Geoffrey Shovelton, long-time
principal tenor for D’Oyly Carte, and experienced
stage director as well, now lives in Maine. And he’s
seeking venues in which to present master classes.
Are there people interested in such an opportunity?
Shall we see, first, how the local master class
tentatively planned for this year works out? - or shall
we start negotiations for a brush with fame?

·¹··¹··¹·¹·¹·¹·¹·¹·¹·¹

MORE ON TOPSY-TURVY: The 12/27-1/3 issue of
The New Yorker includes a review of the film by
David Denby. He begins, “Mike Leigh’s TopsyTurvy revisits, with excited admiration and freeranging intelligence, the most famous partnership in
the British theatre -- the collaboration of W.S. Gilbert
and Arthur Sullivan in the glory days of imperial rule.
There are elements here of a traditional bio-pic -failure, triumph, intimations of immortality -- but
none of the stodginess and self-congratulation that
usually plague the form.” After raving for a page and
a quarter about this “…extraordinary portrait of how
something of lasting value is made,” Mr. Denby
concludes, “In 1884, Gilbert and Sullivan’s work
hadn’t yet become camp. PRINCESS IDA and THE
MIKADO are comic operas, inspired by the dignity of
fully felt theatrical emotion.
By honoring that
emotion, Topsy-Turvy becomes a triumph from start
to finish.”
And the Autumn/Winter 1999 issue of the newsletter
of The Gilbert and Sullivan Society (yes, The
Society) features stills from the movie on its cover and reports on page 26 that “Jim Broadbent has
won the Venice best
actor Lion for his
portrayal of W. S.
Gilbert in TopsyTurvy.”
Janice Dallas writes:
There are some good
Topsy-Turvy movie
stills and the covers of
the CD and the book at
this website.
http://www.concentric.net/~Oakapple/gasdisc/mdtopsy.htm

·¹··¹··¹·¹·¹·¹·¹·¹·¹·¹
POST-CHRISTMAS SHOPPING LIST. Now that
the Christmas rush is over, you can take those gift
certificates you received and check out Sam Silvers’
“list of the videos most highly recommended by a
consensus of SavoyNetters and info re: how to buy
them.” Sam continues: Thanks to Marc Shepherd
and others who gave suggestions and information.
Errors are my responsibility. Of course, you may have
your own favorites, which may not be on this list, but
I think this is the best list of videos for each show that
I could compile.
COX AND BOX:
1982 Brent Walker Productions
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Trent (1999) (futuristic setting) (available from
Festival - see below)
Hancock County (1994) (available from Festival see below)

TRIAL:
1972 G&S For All (available from Festival - see
below)
1982 Brent Walker Productions
SORCERER:
1982 Brent Walker Productions

GRAND DUKE:
Seattle G&S (1999) (1930’s setting)

PINAFORE:
1997 Essgee Entertainment (Non-traditional)
Houston (1995) (available from Festival - see
below)
Seattle G&S (1996)
1973 D’OC (this has been called dull)

The Zoo:
Stanford Univ. (1996)

PIRATES:
1994 Essgee Entertainment (Non-traditional Papp inspired)
South Anglia (1994) (available from Festival - see
below)
PATIENCE:
1982 Brent Walker Productions
1995 Australian Opera
IOLANTHE:
Seattle G&S (1997)
1982 Brent Walker Productions
IDA:
Derby (1997) (available from Festival - see below)
Lamplighters (1995) (available from Festival - see
below)
MIKADO:
1939 D’OC Technicolor film
1966 D’OC film (available from Festival - see
below)
ENO-Jonathan Miller (1986) (’20’s setting?)
1984 Stratford Festival (Non-traditional)
Australian Opera (1987??) (1995??)
RUDDIGORE:
Seattle G&S (1995)
1982 Brent Walker Productions
YEOMEN:
South Anglia (1996) (available from Festival - see
below)
Second choices available from the Festival:
Houston (1998) and Derby (1999).
GONDOLIERS:
1982 Brent Walker Productions
St. Mary’s R.C. H.S. (1994) (Non-traditional)
(available from Festival - see below)

Other:
1953 The Story of Gilbert and Sullivan (available
from Festival - see below)
Topsy Turvy (1999) (should be available at video
stores some time in 2000)
Edinburgh G & S Society’s Ivanhoe (1999)
Beauty Stone, G & S of Retford (1997)
Rose of Persia, G & S of Retford (199??)
Where to obtain the videos:
(Bear in mind that, for all videos, there are US
(NTSC) and UK (PAL) formats)
All the Festival videos are available from:
Musical Collectibles, The Old Vicarage, Haley Hill,
Halifax HX3 6DR. 44 (0)1422 323252 (No "0" needed
from outside the U.K.). The fax number is 355604, but
it’s better to phone.
Seattle videos are available by e-mailing credit card
and address info to manager@pattersong.org , or call
206-682-0796 and leave a message for Julie. GD is
$33 (incl. shipping) and I imagine the others are a
similar price.
Brent Walker videos can be found at:
http://www.operaworld.com/ or http://www.amazon.com
(In the U.K., http://www.amazon.co.uk ).
If Amazon does not have the one you want, Opera
World might, but they’re cheaper at Amazon than at
OperaWorld.
Essgee videos can be found at:
http://www.ozemail.com.au/~essgee/

Australian Opera videos can be found at:
http://shop.abc.net.au/

but these will all be PAL versions.
Stratford videos can be found at:
http://www.culturenet.ca/stratford/home.htm

Retford videos and Edinburgh G & S Society
videos: Ask Stephen Turnbull, Sir Arthur
Sullivan Society.

UTOPIA:
~4~
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The Stanford University Zoo must be ordered from
Larry Byler at: byler@cup.hp.com, but he will only
order if he gets enough orders to make it worth while
to make more available. The price would be only $15.

http://home.onet.co.uk/~cbrowne -- or ask to see the
catalog We have on hand. -- mlc

In the U.S., a good source for most of the other videos
is http://www.amazon.com. In the U.K.:
http://www.amazon.co.uk or http://www.yalplay.com

RONALD I. ORENSTEIN commented last month:
Of course I have never heard a note of Dorothy so I
can't compare that to Mountebanks.

Of course, for the definitive G&S discography, see
Marc Shepherd’s extensive discography site at:

Chuck Berney responded by phone to ask that We
pass the word to Ron (and others): The Royal
Victorian Opera, Chuck’s excellent group, has
performed shortened versions of both Dorothy and
The Mountebanks. He has copies on videotape. If
you’d like to hear or see a note or two, give him a call
at (617) 926-4552

http://www.cris.com/~oakapple/gasdisc/

And for the largest collection of all things G&S on the
Web, see the G&S Archive, at [their new address]:
http://diamond.boisestate.edu/gas

-- SAM SILVERS

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

:-):-(:-o:-/:-< :-):-(:-o:-/:-< :-(:-)

GRAND DUKE FROM SEATTLE: Here’s more on
the above-mentioned rare DUKE recording, gleaned
from SavoyNet by Janice Dallas: This recording,
from a live performance, is all digital and from glass
masters. It is a three-CD set, quite handsomely
packaged with a color rendering of our poster, a color
photograph of the show and a six-page booklet with
program notes.

Janice Dallas gleaned this SavoyNet posting by
Fredric Woodbridge Wilson: Rigbie Turner has
announced that the Pierpont Morgan Library was
the successful bidder at the recent Sotheby’s
(London) auction for Sullivan's autograph manuscript
of the Overture di Ballo.

All of the musical numbers, dialogue and audience
response is included. Total playing time is 2 hours 35
min 38 sec. The music and dialogue are all indexed so
that dialogue may be skipped if desired.
The orchestration, played by our 26-piece orchestra, is
brand new, done by our Music Director Alan Lund,
and based strictly on Sullivan’s original scoring. In
addition to the orchestra, the cast includes 9 major
leads, 8 minor ones, and a chorus of 28.
The cost of this CD set is $25 plus $3 shipping (in the
US). Overseas shipping will be charged at cost.
For an additional $3, we will include a copy of our
GRAND DUKE libretto that is complete with notes
on the production and an extensive glossary. Note:
Only while supplies of the libretto last.
-- MIKE STORIE

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
CHRISTOPHER I. BROWNE, who describes
himself as a “newish G&S dealer” has sent Us a
plump catalog listing a tempting array of books,
periodicals, sheet music and other treats. For more
info, write him at Hawdon Hall, Hebden Bridge,
West Yorkshire, HX7 7AL U.K., e-mail him at
gilbert.sullivan@onet.co.uk, or visit his web site at

This manuscript was previously in the personal
collection of Dr. Terence Rees, who purchased it in
the Sotheby's sale of Sullivan manuscripts in 1966.
[Mr. Wilson, the former curator of the Morgan Library
G&S collection, continues:] In my view the Overture
di Ballo is Sullivan's finest orchestra work, and I am
delighted that it will take a place among the Morgan
Library's collection of Sullivan manuscripts.
: ) : ) : ) : o : ) : ) : ) : o: ) : ) : ) : o: ) : ) : ) : o: ) : ) : ) : o : )
We’d like to remind folks: To subscribe to SavoyNet,
the G&S mailing list, send the message “Subscribe
SavoyNet (your full name)” to the address
listserv@bridgewater.edu - and you’ll be sent all the
information you need.
: ) : ) : ) : o : ) : ) : ) : o: ) : ) : ) : o: ) : ) : ) : o: ) : ) : ) : o : )
The G&S Society of Hancock County, ME, a
talented, active and energetic bunch, has had a
nameless but interesting newsletter for several years.
The newsletter now has a name: The Ploverligh
Piper. The November issue contains, among other
useful details (such as a complete cast list of their
upcoming SORCERER - and We mean complete,
down to the names of the Ratcatcher, the Milliners,
and the Shoe Shine Boy!), an unattributed paragraph
headed Food for Thought which muses: In recent
times one hears within our Society phrases like ”Soand-So is too professional,” or “Yes, we want a good
show, but we want to have fun.” We submit that the
phrase “too professional” is meaningless, and that fun

~5~
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derives from hard work and high standards, rather
than being at opposite ends of a spectrum one from
the other. A few words from the program of the
Seattle G&S Society’s recent GRAND DUKE
production seem very appropriate: “The main goal of
the Seattle Gilbert & Sullivan Society is to provide a
great deal of fun by producing the works of Gilbert
and Sullivan to the highest possible standards. We
hope that this is evident in the exuberant but tightly
controlled mayhem that is THE GRAND DUKE. It is
the kind of creative fun that occurs when talent is
combined with hard work and discipline.” Thank you
for sharing this opinion with the world, dear
Anonymous Author! - it’s one to which We subscribe
most passionately! -- mlc
\\\\\\\\\ REVIEWS \\\\\\\\\
CONNECTICUT G&S PINAFORE via SavoyNet this gleaning was sent by the author himself! Marion:
I’m forwarding this piece to you because of your
newsletter note requesting someone who had been at
the performance to describe the new addition. Well,
here it is . . . actually, it was posted shortly after I saw
the performance but I guess you missed it.
Subject: Review of CGSS PINAFORE. Not another
PINAFORE! (groan) This one would make number
four this year. But, since Bobbie and I have made it a
habit to attend the Connecticut Gilbert & Sullivan
Society’s productions annually, off we went again.
PINAFORE, I’m sorry to say, can be numbing. Take
for example the 1972 (?) DOC video version -- in spite
of John Reed, for me, it never generates much
humor or excitement. This production, on the other
hand, awakened all the latent fun in "P" that
delighted its Victorian audience all those years ago.
Bob Cummings directed with a light and clever
hand -- in perfect tune with the matinee audience in
which I spied a happy contingent of very young
people. I wish those who feel traditional stagings of
G&S must necessarily bore today’s audience could see
this "traditional" version. The director’s recipe for fun
here was to emphasize the melodramatic dialog and
let the comedic talents of the romantic leads have full
play. This might have been a recipe for disaster, but
the director knew the capabilities of his very talented
lead players and how to exploit them. Greg Shafer
(Ralph) and Kathleen Thompson (Josephine) were
attractive, loving and extremely funny -- a wonderful
blend of G&S delights. Leighton Phraner’s Sir
Joseph was reminiscent of John Reed at his best,
with some fancy footwork a la M. Green. I dreaded
the "mandatory" seven encores of the Bell Trio but the
audience loved every bit of it -- even the final aborted
reprise by the orchestra conductor who wilted under
the ferocious glare of Sir Joseph’s expressive eyes. As
for my most beloved G&S character, Dick Deadeye, he

was given all the loving treatment he deserved by the
ever-popular Laurie Weissbrot.
In sum, a wonderful cast, an excellent orchestra, a
very pretty setting, lots of fun.
There are a couple of flies in the ointment, easy to
overlook but worth mentioning. The women’s chorus
deserved better, more colorful costumes -- they looked
like uniforms for the auxiliary women’s naval corps.
And the Program. At best it’s difficult enough to read
in the subdued lighting of most theatres. This one was
printed in one of those new "creative" typefaces,
replete with elaborate serifs that make it annoying to
scan, or worse, to decipher.
P.S. What I neglected to discuss in the above review
was the addition of the recently discovered Reflect
My Child Captain/Josephine duet. It was inserted so
seamlessly and performed so well it took a moment to
realize this was something entirely new! Having said
this, I have to admit it is more interesting for its
history than for its music, (not memorable) and its
lyrics (somewhat crude). Since PINAFORE is one of
the shorter G&S pieces it’s easy to think the authors
dropped it early from performances because it doesn’t
move the plot along and nobody whistled the tune
afterward.
--- PAUL COHEN

·¹··¹··¹·¹·¹·¹·¹·¹·¹·¹
ENERGETIC HARVARD PINAFORE
A very
energetic show! Extremely enjoyable. One of the big
drawbacks about most local G&S is that the
performers are either 1) busy college students who
don't have much time to put into a show, or 2)
professionals who phone in their performances.
Happily, the Harvard performance of PINAFORE
had a group of dedicated students who, in addition to
being excellent performers, found themselves an
excellent choreographer who put energy into the
performance. The opening number of We sailed the
ocean blue was delightful, as were many other
numbers. Kathleen Stetson was made to order in
her role of Josephine, and it was a joy to see Seth
Fenton in his fourth Harvard show ("in a two-and-ahalf period," although he is NOT a "G&S Posterboy",
according to his biography in the program) as the
Captain.
There were one or two occasions where I thought that
the choreographer and director were intent on staging
moves that no one but themselves understood, such as
some of Buttercup's dancing and handing Ralph a big
lollipop along with a pistol and other things when he
was about to kill himself, but the talent and
enthusiasm of the performers (including the
orchestra, who were terrific) more than made up for
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these little quirks. I hope that their next production in
the spring (RUDDIGORE) will be just as fun to
watch. [We’re sure it will be! - mlc]
-- MELISSA HIRSHSON

a ,17(51$7,21$/)(67,9$/1(:6a 
6HYHQWK,QWHUQDWLRQDO*LOEHUWDQG6XOOLYDQ
)HVWLYDO
%X[WRQ(QJODQG-XO\$XJXVW
The 1999 International G&S Festival in Buxton,
England ended August 15. For all the details of the
Festival - photos, schedules and a general sense of
the ambiance of a wonderful experience - visit the
Buxton Festival Site at:
http://www.gs-festivals.freeserve.co.uk/buxton99/

Fiddlehead Theatre Company, 109 Central Street,
Norwood, MA 02062 or phone (781) 762-4060.
\\ Auditions for PIRATES, the spring production
planned by The Actorsingers of Nashua, NH, will be
held February 6th and 7th from 7-10 PM (doors will
open at 6:00 for those who want to start filling out
forms and learning audition dance routines in
advance), with callbacks on February 9th. Prior to
auditions, the group will host an Information Night on
Wednesday, 1/26 at 7:30 PM at Actorsingers Hall, 219
Lake St. in Nashua where folks can meet directors
Kathy Lovering (stage), Jed Holland (music) and
Donna
O’Bryant (choreography).
Performances will be May
5, 6 and 7, 2000 at the
Edmund Keefe Auditorium
in Nashua.



(Site authored by SavoyNetters Bob and Jackie
Richards)

We are told, “It is not
necessary to be an
Actorsinger to audition for, or be cast in, any role in
PIRATES. It is necessary to become a dues paying
member if cast in the show. Actorsinger shows are
adult productions, and the minimum age would be a
student in the eleventh grade.”

The SavoyNet production planned for the next
International G&S Festival in Buxton,
England, will be YEOMEN, and will take place on
Monday, August 7, 2000. Join SavoyNet to ask for
more details!



\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

For more info, visit http://www.actorsingers.org/ , or email actorsingers@juno.com - or phone 603-882-0029.

Did anyone catch Juliet Cunningham’s Last-Night
Lexington (MA) production of a one-hour MIKADO?
Not only did it feature Eric
Schwartz‘s reduction for piano
(played by Eric, of course) plus a
few other instruments, help from
Bill and Nancy Burdine, Matt
Oliva as Ko-Ko and Anita
Costanza as Peep-Bo -- but, due
to a last-minute glitch, Juliet
herself ended up as Yum-Yum,
with Randi Kestin jumping in to play Pitti-Sing.
Tell Us, Tell Us All About It!

\\ The Harvard-Radcliffe G&S Society plans
RUDDIGORE as their Spring show, and should be
planning auditions soon. For more info, contact Lane
Shadgett at shadgett@fas.harvard.edu, or phone 617496-4747 or visit the HRG&SS Web page:
http://www.hcs. harvard.edu/~hrgsp/

\\ MITG&SP is currently seeking production staff
for their spring show, IDA - and should be holding
auditions soon. Call MITG&SP at (617) 253-0190,
contact them via e-mail at savoyards-request@mit.edu, or
visit http://www.mit.edu/activities/gsp/home.html for more
info.

&$/(1'$5

\\\\\\\ SHOWS/MEETINGS \\\\\\\

\\\\\\\\\ AUDITIONS \\\\\\\\\
\\ Fiddlehead Theatre of Norwood, MA, having
enjoyed last summer’s G&S concert led by Todd
Allen Long, will hold auditions for their spring show,
PIRATES, on 1/21 (7-10 PM) & 1/22 (2-5 PM), with
call-backs 1/23 (7-11 PM). Todd will be stage director;
he’ll be joined by Jay Lane as music director.
Performances are scheduled for 4/7-9 and 14-16. For
more information or an audition time, contact:

\\ NYGASS will hold its next meeting on January
22. All NYGASS meetings are at CAMI Hall, 165 W.
57th St., NYC (although We hear that the hall is
about to be renovated, which will mean that NYGASS
will need to find a temporary new home). Doors open
at 7:30; the meeting starts at 8:00, and the Inner
Brotherhood go out for coffee afterwards.
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\\ The G&S Society of Hancock County
(Maine) plans SORCERER for 2/4, 5, 11 and 12 at
7:30, and 2/6 and 13 at 2:00. Stage direction is by the
excellent Dede Johnson, who’s joined by a new
music director, Frederic Goldrich. For more info
call Irv Hodgkin at (207) 667-7235, or their box office
at (207) 667-9500.
\\ The Toronto-Ra (newsletter
Canadian city?) announces that the
Players will present a production
ancient Greece” from 2/11-20, 2000.
call (905) 727-2209, or visit:

Ori Siegel <oris@interlog.com> or Herschel Rosen
<torontosingout@home.com> or write to: G & S T2K
Singout, 22 Royal Street, Oshawa, Ontario, Canada
L1H 2T6.

of guess which
North Toronto
of IDA “set in
For further info,

THE NEW ENGLAND GILBERT
AND SULLIVAN SOCIETY
PO Box 367, Arlington, MA 02476-0004
Send electronic contributions to our e-mail address:
negass@iname.com

www.NORTHTORONTOPLAYERS.com

\\ THE SUDBURY (MA) SAVOYARDS have a
wonderful cast for their spring RUDDIGORE: Zoe
Daniels is Rose, Todd Allen Long is Robin, Amy
Allen is Margaret, Dan Merrill is Richard, Peter
Stark is Despard, Tony
Parks is Old Adam,
Tom Weber is Roderick,
and Laura Gouillart is
Hannah. Stage direction
is by Kathy Lague,
with music direction by
Steve Malionek.
Performances will be
February 25-27 and
March 2-4, 2000 For
more info call 978-443-8811, or check out their web
site at http://www.sudburysavoyards.org.
\\ The Simsbury (CT) G&S Society will
perform MIKADO April 1, 8, & 15 at 8 PM and April
2, 9 & 16 at 2:15 PM. For more info, call (860) 5218076, or visit their web site at http://www.sloco.org/ .
\\ Troupers Light Opera Company will
perform GONDOLIERS May 13, 14, 19 and 20, 2000
in New Canaan High School, New Canaan, CT. For
further info call Jane Bernd at 203-254-8140.
\\ SLOC (The Savoyard Light Opera Co.) of
Carlisle, MA plans PIRATES in November, 2000. For
more info, call 978-371-7562 or visit their web site at
http://www.tiac.net/users/sloc/.
\\ Valley Light Opera of Amherst, MA plans
IOLANTHE in November, 2000.
For more info,
contact producer Cami Elbow at (413) 549-0024, email her at celbow@external.umass.edu, or visit their
web site at http://www.vlo.org/
\\ We’re looking forward to THE MILLENNIUM
SINGOUT, to be held in Toronto, Ontario,
Canada, August 18-20, 2000 - for details, contact
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President PATRICIA BREWER: (617) 323-3480;
qacee@aol.com

Vice-President J. DONALD SMITH: (508) 823-5110;
dsmith@umassd.edu

Secretary CAROL MAHONEY: (781) 648-1720;
MAHONEY.CAROL@EPAMAIL.EPA.GOV

Treasurer PHIL BURSTEIN: (781)646-3698;
plburst@rcn.com

Program Chair REBECCA CONSENTINO: (617)
731-3998; rac@bu.edu and http://people.bu.edu/rac
Members at Large:
Company Promoter KATHERINE BRYANT: (617)
491-0373; klb@cybercom.net and
http://www.cybercom.net/~klb

SHELDON HOCHMAN: (508) 842-7617;
GAMAREX@aol.com

RICHARD FREEDMAN:
(617) 630-9525; rnf@null.net and
http://people.ne.mediaone.net/rnf

Membership Officer: BILL MAHONEY: (781) 6481720
Newsletter Editor: MARION LEEDS CARROLL
(781) 646-9115;
MLCarroll@MailandNews.com (new address!!!) - and:
http://web.mit.edu/mlcar/Public/www/mlcarroll.html

NEGASS membership dues are $15 and up. Please
send membership inquiries to Bill Mahoney C/O the
above address.
Visit the New NEGASS Web Site at
http://www.negass.org

The Trumpet Bray can be read on line at
http://www.negass.org/bray/html/Trumpet_Bray.html

Effective Sunday, November 28, the URL of the
Gilbert and Sullivan Archive has changed to:
http://diamond.boisestate.edu/gas

Make a note of it!

